ACCOUNTING & TAX
We Offer Full Accounting Services for UK
based Businesses in Construction, Logistics,
IT and Other Industries

FROM STARTUP TO SCALEUP

We Help Our Clients To Create a Growing
Environment in Their Business with the Right
Tax Advice

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
We Offer Full Package for Entrepreneurs from
Abroad Who Want to Establish a UK Cash
Generating Business

OUR COMPANY

When I arrived in the UK back in 2001, I started working in
the construction industry and few years later I founded a
property development company. The issues and
challenges I had working with different accountants,
made me think about an accounting company that will
truly understand business owner's needs and deliver
world class customer service. That was the reason TaxAce
was created.

IURIE BIVOL,
CEO & FOUNDER OF TAXACE LTD
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We have one goal:
to deliver unparalleled,
seamless experience while
saving our clients' time and
money along the way

With more than 30 years
of combined experience,
our team can deal with
any sort of accounting
issues you may encounter

3000+ corporate and
individual satisfied
clients in construction,
IT, logistics, and other
industries
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SHOULD YOU CONSIDER CHANGING YOUR ACCOUNTANT?
You’ve got an accountant, they seem to be
doing their job, but how do you know?
What’s normal to expect from an accountant,
what should they be doing for the money you
pay them?
To make your life easier we have put together a
handy checklist; if your accountant doesn’t do all
of the below, you really should be thinking about
switching to one that does.
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You don’t hear from them for months at a time –
even when you get in touch with them
You only hear from your accountant when it’s the end
of the tax year, or when they send you an invoice.

If you’re honest with yourself, you don’t really know
what services are included for the amount you pay
Your accountant should clearly spell out – in writing – and at
the beginning – exactly what’s included within the amount
that you pay.

They don’t keep up to date with your accounts
They should advise you on what to put aside for tax and other
expenses, and never leave you in a position where you are
having to find a lump sum of money to cover a shortfall.

They don’t get what you do
Granted, they don’t need to know the ins and outs of your
business, but it would be extremely helpful if they understood
how the industry works, what your pressure points are, your
issues as well as goals and long term vision.

They’ve made mistakes
If your accountant makes a mistake – you are liable. Of course,
everyone makes mistakes, we’re only human after all. Your
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accountant may have made a few simple (or more serious)
errors that you’ve spotted, but how many is too many?

TOP REASONS TO CHOOSE US

NO HEADACHES WITH MESSY PAPERWORK. Our Paperless Office
System integrates automatic bank feed and business receipts
submission cloud software, saving you time and money, ensures
HMRC compliance while preventing errors and late penalties. Fully
compliant with the new Make Tax Digital (MTD) regulations.

PARTNER

CLEAR AND FAIR PRICING. You are always aware of what are
you paying for. No end of year surprise bills or hidden fees that
hit unexpectedly hard. Your proposal is compiled according to
your needs and is updated once conditions change.

NO ENQUIRY IS LEFT WITHOUT REPLY. Based on your level of
support we guarantee Same Day or 24h business hours reply
to your enquiries. You get notified via text messages and
emails in order to always stay in the know.

HMRC

CERTIFIED

REGISTERED AGENT

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE YOU CAN RELY ON. We help you
choose the right tax strategy and legally minimise your tax
liability by having access to more than 60 experts in tax planning
through our partnership with CRONER - a leading tax advisory
provider used even by HMRC themselves.
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WE MADE ACCOUNTING SIMPLE

ONBOARDING
Frictionless
transition from your
previous accountant
in up to 10 working days
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We set up your bank feed and receipt submission software. Bank transactions
are imported in real-time from your business bank account into XERO, our
cloud accounting software, there is no need to scan or send paperwork via email
or post. Create your invoices direct from XERO and keep an eye on your
customers' payments.
Keep your statutory records safely in one place. It takes two clicks to scan your
business expenditure receipts with Receipt Bank mobile app and all information
is processed and transferred into our system in a matter of minutes.
This means there is no need to explain each transaction over the phone or to
keep paper receipts for tax purposes. Everything is stored securely, kept
confidential and encrypted in the cloud.
Less fuss, more focus on taking your business to the next level.
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CASE STUDIES: HOW WE HAVE HELPED OUR CLIENTS

MORE THAN £50K
INCORRECTLY PAID TAX

NO CIS DECLARATIONS

STUCK WITH GROWTH

Uxbridge Builders, Ioan

Blockline, Marcin

Prominvest Development, Daniela
Daniela owns a holding company in the
UK for her business activities in Russia
and Republic of Moldova. She has been
paying tax in the UK based on her
previous accountant' advice.
After analysing her business structure we
have discovered that she is not liable for
tax in the UK based on Tax Agreements
between Moldova and the UK.
We are in the process of recovering
over £50K of incorrectly paid tax due
to ill tax advice

Ioan applied for Accounting services with
Taxace LTD back in 2015 when following the
completion of the Annual Accounts by his
previous Accountant, he did not agree with
the Corporation Tax Calculation.
We have reviewed the Accounting period and
found out that no CIS declarations were made
for subcontractors, payments for subcontractors
were allocated to Director Account, thus
increasing the company profits by £28K, and
extra tax liability in sum of £5600.
We have rectified the Accounts, submitted all
CIS returns due, issued subcontractors with
CIS deduction statements so they can submit
their tax returns correctly.

Marcin owns an IT service and software
development business. The business had
multiple trading activities and was profitable
but he was not happy with the growth rate
which felt rather slow despite his continuous
efforts.
He contacted us to provide a financial health
check of his activities and during our
investigation we have found out that two of
them were at 50 % loss. This has happened
because the Accounting reports were
prepared based on the bulk of business
activities rather than preparing a profit and
loss for every trading activity separately.
Consequently, with our help, Marcin adjusted
his business model, got rid of the biggest loss
making activity, restructured the second one
and as a result his company has grown by 30
% in the last 3 months alone.
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DON'T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
I started working with Taxace in 2015. Since then,
I am very happy with the accounting services
they provide for me and my company. Friendly
team, high class professionals, they helped me a
lot with establishing my business and I am really
amazed of their availability to answer many
enquiry as quick as humanly possible.

ALEX
ALEXSTONE LTD

I always get an outstanding level of service, along
with a very professional approach, quick turnaround
and respect. I’ve got helpful, timely advice whenever
I faced a challenge in my business. Few years ago, I
formed a company and since then TaxAce team
helped building a business, which I am proud about.
Thank you very much Taxace for all your support
and unmatched customer care.

VASILE
DYNAMIC UK CONTRACTORS LTD

GET IN TOUCH
020 3965 9500
ACE3@TAXACE.CO.UK

44 BROADWAY,
SUITE 9, FLOOR 4
LONDON
E15 1XH

TAXACE.CO.UK
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